Kuwait’s observations on the “zero draft” of CFS policy recommendations on rural youth role in Agriculture and Food systems sectors

• This document is of utmost importance because it tackles the youth issue in terms of food security of the rural areas in the developing countries.

• This document tackles the issue of young people of both sexes in the rural areas in its broadest sense without specifying the required solutions.

• Though all recommendations sound perfect even idealistic it is so essential to assert that such recommendations are not necessarily applicable unless they are adapted according to the resources available of each zone anywhere in a developing country.

• Therefore, we believe that these recommendations should be further elaborated into possible guidelines with more specific actions towards youth promotion in the rural areas of the developing world.

• There are so many general ideas that you can hardly distinguish each of those ideas to understand how effectively can be implemented within the resources available eventually!

• However, we appreciate this effort and we look forward to receiving more elaborated document, as proposed along with other member countries.

Thank you.